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ABSTRACT.
Semantic criteria are given for provability in set theory without the axiom of choice of positive sentences about the Dedekind cardinals. These criteria suggest that Dedekind cardinals (as well as general cardinals) have an internal structure. by letting /', R denote /», R^ the canonical extensions as defined in DJ. We shall use (= for the satisfaction relation; thus A t= 21 will mean that the sentence 21 is true in A . A difficulty with this notion is that in some of our applications A will be a class and a truth definition is not available.
If this is the case we replace A N 21 by 2I¿, the relativization of 21 to A. In general we shall make no distinction between satisfaction and relativization because we are dealing with one formula at a time.
Let (S, <) be the rationals with their usual ordering and let P J.S) be the set of all finite subsets of S. We say that a set R C X <u is cofinite if there is a finite set a C co such that X ico -a) C R. Let E, be the filter of cofinite k -k subsets of X <u. |a| will denote the cardinality of fl. For any function /: X a» -> <i> let f/F, be that element in the reduced product cüx w/F. that It is a ß-consequence of ZF if it is ttue in every /3-model of ZF , i.e., &>-models which are absolute for well-founded relations R C X (U-^e denote these notions of consequence by pw and \-n (cf.
[8] for further information on co and /3-models).
For the purposes of this paper we will assume that any set s can be extended to a (2) ■< is a linear ordering of the universe such that if a £ On then K is a nonempty set and the restriction of -< to K is a dense unbordered ordering.
(3) For all a, ß £ On and x, y if a<ß/\x£Ka/\y £ K " then x <. y. In order to state the rest of our axioms we need Definition, aut(zr) iff Z7 is a finite function A 5zt ij pz7 C K A tt is -< order
Definition. acp(z7,x) iff aut(zT) A s j(x) C 8tt A sQ(x) is left pointwise fixed by 77. We introduce the following notation. Corollary 3. Let R. Ç X™*""* for i < k and y £ XmA*. // (V* e X*A*) \Ji<k(y, z) e P,A*. '¿era ¿¿ere z's a j < k such that (Vz e X"w*)(y< z) e P , " . Proof. Let u= \i <n\Q. is universal! and e = \i < n\ Q. is existential}.
Let o Cu and q: a -, a>. We construct a sequence of sets y £ X"^ as follows. (J \Ka\ a £ 0/z !, and a linear ordering -< of K such that the restriction of -< to K i.e., -< | K is dense unbordered for each a £ 0tz( , and if*eKaAy£ K" A a < ß then *-<y.
We (i) (V*)(3y)(y £ T*(PA) A x = den*(y)).
(ii) (Vx)(3y)(x = den*(y) A (Vz)(x = den*(z) -, a* iy) Ç a* (z) A o\ (y) C o\ (z))). 
